
Dutch Tech Giant Datast Launches
Groundbreaking GPU Cloud Rental Platform,
Ushering in a New Era of AI Computing

NEDERLAND, April 26, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Datast B.V., a

leading force in the Dutch tech

industry, is thrilled to announce the

launch of its much-anticipated GPU

rental innovation platform. This

platform, a response to the surging

demand for high-performance

computing, caters to various cutting-

edge fields, including game

development, digital currency mining,

and AI model training.

As a rising star in the European tech scene, Datast is dedicated to propelling the industrialization

of artificial intelligence. The newly unveiled GPU rental platform, integrating multiple state-of-

the-art technologies, offers robust functionality and flexible architecture that completely

transforms the traditional model of computing resource supply. With an industry-leading real-

time monitoring system, clients can now oversee GPU operations anytime, enjoying unparalleled

transparency and control.

Datast's formidable technical prowess and broad customer base constitute its unassailable

position. Owning some of Europe's largest and most sophisticated high-performance data

centers, the company has established solid partnerships with hundreds of industry leaders.

Upon its launch, the platform quickly garnered significant attention and favor from global tech

giants such as Microsoft, Amazon, and OpenAI, further cementing its status as an industry

leader.

Mr. Pieter van der Meer, CEO of Datast B.V., shared his excitement at the press conference:

"Globally, artificial intelligence is permeating every industry at a remarkable pace. However, the

high cost of computing has been a significant hurdle to progress further. Our GPU rental

platform is a beacon in the dark, breaking free from resource constraints and empowering

countless enterprises to soar. This is a triumph for Datast and a landmark for the entire AI

industry. Let's move forward together and herald a new era of artificial intelligence."

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.datast.io


Thanks to a deep collaboration with NVIDIA, the platform offers the most extensive and cutting-

edge GPU options, including top models like the NVIDIA A100 and RTX 4090. By pooling massive

GPU resources, Datast creates an unprecedented shared ecosystem to optimize resource

allocation and utilization, vital for advancing global sustainability goals.

Datast's GPU rental platform aligns closely with the Dutch government's national AI strategy,

poised to significantly enhance the Netherlands' international competitiveness in the AI sector

and forge ahead in building a "Digital Prosperous Holland."

Datast B.V.: Datast B.V. is an AI technology company headquartered in Amsterdam, the

Netherlands. Committed to reshaping the AI industry ecosystem through technological

innovation, Datast provides leading AI infrastructure and solutions to clients worldwide. The

company has multiple R&D and data centers globally and holds core technology patents in AI

chips, algorithms, and big data. Datast has been honored with awards such as "Europe's Most

Innovative Company" and "Deloitte's Technology Fast 50."

For more information about Datast B.V., please visit the official website at www.datast.io.
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